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Anne Graaff

Anne Graaff, a South African artist, art historian and poet,
lives in Paris. She is a painter and maker of artist’s books.
(Her Fine Art MA degree thesis, on contemporary book art,
informs her practice). An art historian, specializing in Outsider
Art, she has written two books, published by Penguin, South
Africa, (under the name Anne Emslie).

My Mothers Garden: the sacred tree 2013
archival digital prints on 308gm photo rag paper
29,7 x 21 cm

Artist statement
This work is a palimpsest, created on the torn out pages from
a book that I bought, second hand, at a fleamarket on the
streets of Paris. The subject of the book is the health of
women. It was published the year that my mother gave birth to
me. All these facts worked themselves into a mental edifice of
the way we view women, mothers, health and the idea of the
feminine, especially where these ideas ensnarl and entangle
themselves with ideas about nature and the garden. Nature
becomes My Mother’s Garden. My mother is Mother Earth,
Pacha Mama. Artemis. She has many names and guises from
different cultures. I see how she is celebrated and debased,
forgotten and remembered, neglected and embellished.
The work became a sort of elegy, a visual poem that reflects
upon the currently unfolding relationship between humankind
and nature.

Arlene Amaler-Raviv
Born in Johannesburg, South Africa, Arlene Amaler-Raviv
received a BA Fine Art Degree from the University of
Witwatersrand where she studied under Robert Hodgins. In
the 1970s she was involved in art education, workshops,
teaching and teacher training programmes.
From 1979 she held many solo exhibitions at Everard Read
Gallery, Market Theatre Gallery and group shows both in
South Africa and abroad. During the 1990s she lectured at
the University of Pretoria, FUBA and at the Katlehong Art Center (BACA). In 1996 she lived in the Netherlands where she
assisted in the curatorship of the exhibition of Africa Meets
Africa at the Museum of Ethnology, Rotterdam.

RED ANTS
a shack is a shack is a shack
mixed media on paper
25 x 25 cm

Artists statement - Red Ants series
I first came across the activities of the ‘‘Red Ants” in downtown
Johannesburg 2009. The image of the red ant has haunted
me: their efficiency and single-mindedness; the idea that the
homeless and the shack dweller are dirt to be overrun and
cleaned up by a force of killer ants. I was struck at the
djisnction between the ache of the human heart for a home
and the material forces of law and order. My response as an
artist was to revisit the 50 paintings on paper that I painted
in 1998 and rework and adapt them to the situation in 2010,
when countless individuals are actually evicted from their
homes or have to live with the threat from day to day.

Barbara Wildenboer

Wildenboer is a conceptualist who employs a variety of media and
techniques, often in combinations of mixed media with photography
to illustrate her concepts. She lives and works in Cape Town and is
represented by Erdmann Contemporary.
A sense of longing has long been a recurring theme in the work
of Wildenboer. Her debut solo exhibition, Present Absent/Absent
Present in 2007 was a visual interpretation of melancholy, loss and
longing. More recently Wildenboer continues her preoccupation with
notions of impermanence and disappearance, a world in which the
copy replaces the real, presenting a shift from the emphasis on
melancholy as a personal emotion to melancholy as a collective
experience.
Organism / Environment is from the Canaries in the Coalmine
exhibition.

Organism / Environment I
Archival ink print on cotton paper
40 x 40 cm

Beezy Bailey
Beezy Bailey was born in Johannesburg, South Africa. He
received a degree in Fine Art from Byam Shaw School of
Art in London in 1986. Born of the frustration of ‘increasingly
prevalent affirmative action’ in the art world, Bailey submitted
two artworks for a triennial exhibition in 1991. One was with
the traditional Beezy Bailey signature (rejected), and the other
signed Joyce Ntobe, a female alter-ego Bailey had created for
himself. The latter now enjoys an honoured place in the Iziko
South African National Gallery as part of its permanent collection. When the curator of the Gallery wanted to write a paper
about three black women artists, Joyce Ntobe being one,
Bailey let the cat out the bag, which caused a huge media
scandal. Other scandals to have attracted international media
coverage have been Bailey’s conversion of the statue of Boer
commander Louis Botha outside parliament in Cape Town
into a Khoza initiate, and more recently his rendition of Christ
removed from the cross as a dancing Jesus, celebrating His
resurrection.

Portrait of Ian Grose
Pastel on pure cotton paper
72 x 56 cm

Bailey has been the driving force behind several art auctions,
such as the Art for Africa auctions that benefitted Ikamva Labantu among others. Raising over R2.5 million with auctions
held in Cape Town, Johannesburg and London, a fourth Art for
Africa auction is to take place in New York later this year. The
New York auction will bring together, for the first time, works
by leading contemporary South African and UK artists under
the name of Art for Africa.
text: Everard Read

Cathy Abraham
Born 1968 and based in Cape Town, Abraham interrogates
conventional roles of women in the domestic institutions of
marriage and religion. Abraham references her personal
experience as a pivotal point of departure for her evolving
look at these ideas. Abraham has been exhibiting since 2008
in Cape Town and Johannesburg and has work in private and
public collections locally and internationally.
Since 1998 Abraham has been in private tuition with Lindy
Solomon of the ASTAR method and Rosenclaire; an
interesting combination of process driven, art historical, and
purist methodology. This in conjunction with her study of
performance and the teachings and material of her domestic
life (married for 19 years and a mother of four teenagers)have
informed the foundation of her practice.

Shy Head Read 2012
mixed media
12 x 16 cm

Abraham works in mixed media with domestic materials; tea,
coffee, wine, ink, bleach, household paints often mixed with
conventional art materials. Conceptually, she references the
domestic material that surrounds her and articulates and
questions the details that she encounters in her life, shining a
light on these as themes that run through her work. Unearthing personal history and engaging her life expectations, Abraham works with old family films, images, furniture and other
inherited relics.

Christina Bryer

Christina Bryer has been working as an artist and designer
since 1980. With a background in jewellery design she went
on to study ceramics in London, 1998.
When she encountered Penrose’s aperiodic tiling, she began incorporating the principles into her porcelain plates. Her
work is therefore based on the highest forms of geometry, yet
the same patterns are found in unicellular organisms, and a
cross-section of a strand of DNA. This has been called the
geometry of life.

Untitled 2014
pinholes and ink on paper
53 x 40 cm

Claire Gavronsky

Run with the Hare and Hunt with the Hounds 2011
etching 19/25
51 x 34 cm

Claire Gavronsky received a Master of Fine Art in painting in
1981. She moved to Italy in 1985 and has since lived between
Johannesburg, Cape Town and Florence. In Florence, Gavronsky established, with fellow artist Rosemarie Shakinovsky,
an international artist’s residency workshop in Tuscany. After
the success of these workshops she founded workshops in
Cape Town, Johannesburg, Venda and Botswana. Gavronsky
and Shakinovsky often collaborate under the name Rosenclaire. They also collaborate on occasion with William Kentridge.
Gavronsky addresses topics such as racism, memory, violence against woman and children and economic injustice
in her artworks. Considering these themes she bridges the
past and present. Gavronsky enjoys the contradictory nature
that is inherent in overlaid images. “The fact that there are
clear lines, but that they cannot easily be read; lines, saying something, yet inaudible – too many people speaking at
once – unless you trace a single outline before it slips into an
interchange of place or limb. This is a complex narrative that
defies linearity, although made of line and one that refutes
hierarchy.” (Gavronsky 2006)
In keeping with her style of linear, overlaid images, she deals
with evolution through the relationships between human and
animal as well as the choice of computers over traditional
drawing and writing tools in the print Monkeys (2011).
Text: David Krut

Claudette Schreuders

Born in 1973 in Pretoria, Claudette Schreuders lives and
works in Cape Town, where she graduated with a master’s
degree from the Michaelis School of Fine Art in 1998.
Schreuders has worked in a variety of artistic media. She is
best known for her sculpture, She has been associated with
Bitter Comix since its inception and is familiar with comics as
an art form. Schreuders’ sculptures (on which the prints are
based) are essentially modern deities for modern problems,
taking with them the Blolo figures’ potential to ‘cure’, as well
as engaging with issues around foreignness and hostility and
the means we use to create a space for ourselves in a perceived ‘alien’ environment.These figures reflect the ambiguities of the search for an ‘African’ identity in the post-apartheid
21st century.
Schreuders describes herself as something of a perfectionist,
working slowly and indulging in her labour-intensive process,
which she sees is quite revelatory in terms of understanding
one’s intentions and desires.
Anna
lithograph 8/35
37,5 x 50 cm

Colbert Mashile

Colbert Mashile was born in 1972 in Bushbuckridge in the
Mpumalanga Province of South Africa. Mashile says, ‘I come
from a place that is shrouded by powerful cultural norms and
customs.’ These customs, such as the ritual of circumcision
(which both he and his wife have undergone), informed his
earliest work, and he sought refuge and healing through art.
Colbert Mashile explores the psychological impact of
traditional circumcision and initiation rituals on initiates. He
also explores the often-problematic narratives of collective
cultural determinants within these communities. As Colbert
Mashile has matured, the psychological underpinnings are still
evident, but his imagery has transgressed these limitations
to begin addressing issues such as home, language and the
natural landscape.

Pitsa
Drypoint, spitbite 3/15
79 x 107.5 cm

Conrad Botes
Conrad Botes was born in 1969 in Ladismith, Western Cape, and
lives in Cape Town. He has an MA Fine Arts from the University of
Stellensbosch (1997) and a Diploma in Second Phase Illustration
from the Koninklijke Akademie voor Beeldende Kunsten, Den Haag,
Netherlands (1994). His biting satire, frequently directed at South
African society, politics and religion, is channelled into both his
painting and printmaking, and his comix which have been published
in the Bitterkomix series, alongside those of his frequent collaborator Anton Kannemeyer, since the early 1990s. In 2004 Botes won
the Absa l’Atelier award, and in 2009 he was festival artist at
Aardklop in Potchefstroom. Important group exhibitions include
Victims and Martyrs at the Gothenburg Kunsthalle, Sweden (2011);
Peekaboo: Current South Africa at the Tennis Palace Art Museum,
Helsinki (2010); the 17th Biennale of Sydney (2010), and more.
Artist Statement
The set of three new landscapes was born out of my recent
exhibition at Stevenson Johannesburg entitled Zombie Babylon,
which looks at the relationship between consumerism and zombie
culture. I tried to approach the traditional genre of the landscape in
a different, almost forensic way. By discarding the romantic content
of the traditional landscape, I was left with the formal aspects of
landscape drawing which I then combined with ascorbic colour and
Landscape II 2014
Five colour lithograph 13/25
57 x 76.5cm cm

pattern. - Conrad Botes, The Artists’ Press

David Koloane

David Koloane was born in the township of Alexandra
(Gauteng) in 1938. Koloane became interested in art during
high school and made art in his spare time, in between earning an income in various jobs to support his family. Between
1974 and 1977 he attended art classes at the Bill Ainslie Studios, which later became the Johannesburg Art Foundation.
Artists statement
My concern in socio-political matters and contributions to
the furtherance of disadvantaged black South African artists
during and after the apartheid era is evident. My work can be
said to reflect the socio-political landscape of South Africa
both past and present. The socio political conditions created
by the apartheid system of government have to a large extent
transfixed the human condition as the axis around which my
work evolves. The human figure has become the icon of creative expression.

The Tower
etching 2/20
20 x 11,5 cm

Dominique Edwards

Dominique Edwards (born 1980) was raised in Barkly West,
a small town situated on the banks of the Vaal River in the
Northern Cape. She holds an MFA from the Michaelis School
of Fine Art (2012), a PGCE from the University of Cape Town
(2003) and a BAFA from the University of Stellenbosch (2002).
Her interest lies with the repetitive activity of human labour,
time and place which she explores through mark making, installation, video and photography. The carbon copy drawings
and print on show are a small selection from her most recent
studio work. Other works include drawings made by the Noon
Gun, a selection of firearms and a fine Rotring pen.

Carbon Copy I 2014
carbon copy drawing
29,7 x 21 cm

Emalie Bingham

Artist Statement
I like to think in terms of circuits and experiments, rather than
permanent installations.
An intrigue with the often unseen, yet valuable ‘left-overs’
generated by an outcomes-based art process has become the
basis for my current approach.
A more process- and event-orientated approach allows for the
exposure and exploration of societal structures and patterns
in my work. I like to reflect on the interactions that are necessary for the manifestation of the art we so love to frequent and
collect, deconstructing these systems. It’s not so much about
the final product as it is everything in between. I view my work
as a token of an event or exchange.
I document details of stories: the process of creating a work,
personal stories, the stories of objects and artifacts, artifacts
and identity. I engage real and imagined moments. I always
aim to reflect on the purpose and formal structure of the hosting institution as I work towards my concept and execution.

Untitled 2013
Monoprint with drypoint and chine colle
58 x 74 cm

Gila Simons Band

Band earned a higher diploma with Cum Laude in Fine Art
painting at the Johannesburg Box Street Art School. Band has
exhibited in various solo and group shows both in South Africa
and internationally.
Artist statement
As I go through life, struggle and play with its diversities and
paradox, I come to realise as in my work that all and none
needs to be taken seriously. My work tends to be ‘organic’ or
loose and figurative. I suppose it’s in reaction to the rigid
training I received in hard-edge painting at Art School.

Figure
mixed media
17 x 25 cm

Giovanna Biallo

Born in Italy, Biallo moved to South Africa and matriculated
from the Johannesburg School of Art, Ballet & Music with
Distinction in Sculpture. Biallo went on to complete her Fine
Art degree at the Michaelis School of Fine Art, UCT in 1976.
During 1979, Biallo lived and painted landscapes in her native
Italy for one year. In 1983, she opened a photographic studio
in Johannesburg and worked there for a period of three years.
From 1988 until 1992, Biallo taught part-time at the
Johannesburg Art Foundation. Still wishing to further her
skills, she studied - ‘Background - Foreground’ on a part-time
basis during 1995. At the same time she studied theory and
practical with the SA ceramist, Suzette Munnik. It was during
1996 that Biallo travelled to London with Munnik and her
group where they traced the history of ceramics and met with
contemporary ceramists. She is now a full-time artist in Cape
Town, where she creates, paints and works on her
ceramic arts.

Appointment 2014
Gauche with Aquapasto
18.5 x 25.5

Jane Eppel

An Alphabet in Fynbos 2014
Etching 7/10
72 x 83 cm

Jane Eppel was born in Cape Town in 1979. Majoring in printmaking, in 2001 she received a B.A. in Art from the Michaelis
School of Fine Art, UCT.
The next few years spent working and travelling through Asia
would ultimately form the basis of Eppel’s first solo exhibition.
Prior to that she participated in the UCT exhibition Curiosity
CLXXV in 2004. That same year she was selected as a finalist
for the Brett Kebble Awards for her painting Barking Orders.
Eppel has had two acclaimed solo exhibitions of her paintings, the first, ‘Orient’ation: bearing East’ at the Irma Stern
Museum in 2006, and this exhibition was a reflection of the
artist’s travels from Mumbai to Kyoto as seen through a series
of evocative, meditative paintings. The second, “Sanctum” at
Bell Roberts Gallery in 2008, which explored notions of homecoming, roots/routes, and hallowed space through personal
iconography. . Her work was shown at the Joburg Art Fair in
2009. Jane has subsequently participated in numerous group
shows, most notably at the Kalk Bay Modern Gallery, Dorp
Street Gallery, Grande Provence and Rust en Vrede Gallery.
Since 2010 Jane has been exploring intaglio etching as a
medium. Her third solo show, ‘Jane Eppel: Recent Prints’ was
recently shown at the South African Print Gallery in Cape
Town. Eppel is currently showing her recent prints at Amaridian Gallery in New York, alongside the work of her husband,
sculptor Nic Bladen.
Jane Eppel lives and works in Clovelly, Cape Town.
Text - Jane Eppel

Johann Louw
Johann Louw, born Bellville 1965, holds a BA Fine Art degree
(cum laude) from Stellenbosch University (1988). In 1989
he began his B Honours degree (cum laude) and in 1992 he
graduated with a MA Fine Art degree (cum laude), all from the
University of Stellenbosch. Louw was the recipient of many
merit awards, including the Volkskas Atelier merit award in
1988 and the Rolfes Student Art award in the same year.
Artist statement
I did my second stint of printmaking at The Artists’ Press with
the specific aim of doing prints in colour - unlike my first stint
in which the prints were almost exclusively black and white (if
tinted with an off-white varnish). The new work therefore ranges through a wider - if still restricted - colour palette. A balance
is sought between highlighting the quality of print ( layered ink
on paper, in subtle colour variations) and the emotive and at
times lyrical quality of the content, emphasised by flickering
markmaking and hints of slightly dirty colour. The content, as
is consistent with my overall work output, is still concerned
with states of being.
- Johann Louw, Artists’ Press

Blue and Sepia Profile 2014
Three colour lithograph
56 x 76cm

Judy Woodborne
Judy Woodborne is a printmaker and painter based in Cape
Town, South Africa.Woodborne obtained her BA from Michaelis School of Fine Art in 1988 and an advanced Diploma
in Printmaking awarded with Distinction in 1989. She was
awarded her Masters of Fine Arts Degree with Distinction from
the University of Cape Town in 1993 with a dissertation entitled Moria, a Eulogy of Folly.
Woodborne has spent some time working in various printmaking workshops such as the Grafische Werkstatt im Traklhaus,
as well as taking part in collaborative printmaking portfolios
with artist/curator Jan Jordaan. Her main inspiration comes
from various trips around the world (Hong Kong, China and
Zanzibar).
“Water is equated with wisdom, as the Daoist image of water
always finding its way around obstacles. Restless water is a
Buddhist symbol of the impermanence of all things; still water
symbolizes meditative insight. In psychoanalysis it represents
the depth of the unconscious.... And water also divides the
worlds of the living and the dead, of the natural and the supernatural.” [from: Dictionary of Symbols in Myth, Art and Literature. Editor: Jack Tresidder]
Daisy Chain
mixed mdeia
37 x 55 cm

Text: The Cape Gallery and Judy Woodborne

Kathy Robins
I have worked alongside various NGOs in the orphans and
vulnerable children sector, the poignancy of so many children
not having a mother affects me deeply. My own personal experience of loss reinforces this feeling. My work is an attempt
to voice that which has been mute.
The work thus pivots around a central word, Mama, which I
performed, recorded and then represented in different forms.
“Mama” finds its manifestation in the visualization of the sound
wave and mutates and is manifested in other forms – some
clear and others a distillation of the idea into a muffled form.
The cult of mother has been central in a number of different
cultures and religions from ancient times, from the earliest
sculptures to all major religions depicting the symbol of the
mother. For example, the enduring essence of motherhood
depicted in Venus of Villendorf.

Mama
silkscreen on Japanese paper
65 x 84 cm

In my body of work, I have tried to unravel the essence of the
meaning of “Mama.” By contextualizing it in terms of the present state of affairs in South Africa, with regards to the loss of
the mother of so many AIDS orphans. In my research, I have
looked back 40 thousand years to early man’s depiction of the
mother. For example, the earliest Venuses to Cycladic art all
the way through history to the black Madonna of Montserrat,
Barcelona. In other words, an enduring theme in my work is
the mother-child throughout history.

Lehlogonolo Mashaba

My work highlights the impact that memory, remembrance
and forgetting has on the way our brains digest information
and the complications that it has when attempting to make
sense of things. I use the texts collected from people’s mobile
phones to construct figures and bodies. I combine different
information and words from various text sources. Texts from
the Bible play an integral role in construction meaning in my
work. This book is considered by many as divine knowledge
and insight, and yet is a most ambiguous text that has been
subject to interpretations that have had global ramifications.
- Lehlongolo Mashaba

Gaps V/XII
relief on BFK Arches paper
29,7 x 21 cm

Leonard Shapiro

Leonard Shapiro graduated from the Michaelis School of Fine
Art in 1991, prior to which he also received a degree in Social
Sciences at the University of Cape Town. Since 1997, Shapiro
has been focused on product development in the craft and
design sector, specifically in rural areas of South Africa.
This series of lino-cut prints on paper is the result of a
long-term technical exploration of the human face through the
medium of drawing.
These linoleum prints on exhibition represent a retrieval of the
structural information that is stored in the memory.
My method is to draw directly and quickly onto the linoleum
with pencil, and thereafter carefully and slowly follow and
gouge out the pencil line with a carving tool. The linoleum is
then inked up and printed onto paper.

Untitled I
linocut on Zerkall-Buetten cotton paper 3/25
14 x 20 cm

Lyn Smuts

Born in the Free State, Smuts studied at Michaelis School of
Art, the University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg, taught at the
Visual Art Departement at Stellenbosch University and
latterly obtained a MA in Visual Arts from Stellenbosch.
Exhibited extensively and work has been included in private
as well as public collections e.g. SA National Gallery, Sasol,
Sanlam, Rand Merchant Bank, University of Stellenbosch,
University of the Orange Free State, MTN Art Institute and
Hollard
Trained as sculptor and printmaker, my new work explores
the visual potency of objects. Here I focus on the strangeness
of purpose made functional objects taken from their intended
context.

Black Spread
Watercolour on paper
54 x 75 cm

Maja Maljević

Maja Maljević was born in Belgrade, the capital of what today
is Serbia, in 1973. Maljević was accepted into the University
of Arts Belgrade. A gruelling seven years of training followed,
of which the first few years consisted purely of academic
and classical arts. Once this solid traditional foundation had
been laid, the fledgling artists were set free to discover for
themselves. For Maljević, like so many artists post-1863,
this meant unlearning how to draw – as Picasso famously
quipped, “It took me four years to paint like Raphael, but a
lifetime to paint like a child.”
“I enjoy a visual ensemble that includes the figurative and
the abstract, the organic and geometric, the obvious and the
elusive. Put them all together and you get an eclectic remix
where any one thing can be something else. A portrait can rise
out of a still life, a still life can descend into a landscape, a finger is a toe and two legs, slightly parted, might be a whisper.
To capture and describe my creative process is like putting
music into words – something essential gets lost in translation. How can you record the emotional volume present in the
art of listening?”
Text: Spier Contemporary

3 x 3 = 9 2013
linocut
45 x 46 cm

Mary Wafer

Mary Wafer was born and grew up in Durban. After three
years of study at the University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg,
she relocated to Johannesburg and completed her advanced
diploma in fine art at Wits University. Wafer’s father Jeremy
Wafer is a practicing South African artist which most certainly
contributed to Wafer’s choice to pursue a career in the arts.
She travelled to London and Copenhagen where she worked
as a gallery administrator and artist. By 2005, Wafer had returned to South Africa to embark on her Masters of Art in fine
art.
When looking at the corridors and lighting tracks, often seen
on basement parking ceilings, there is a strong sense of
height and space created by the effect of how light and shadow influences the overall effect of the space. She is concerned with creating a sense of that space. The works become a representation; a social and psychological space that
does not necessarily occupy a physical space.
Text: David Krut

Incident
monotype
29,5 x 39,5 cm

Mischa Fritsch

Mischa Fritsch was born 1970, in Johannesburg, South Africa, to Austrian parents, pioneering expats from Vienna. At
the age of seven his family relocated to Munich, Germany
where he attended Waldorf School. Amongst other things, this
environment exposed him to the various arts and crafts and
encouraged his growing interest and emerging talent. The
art of jewellery-making most inspired the young mind and he
attempted his first pieces in his father’s dental laboratory with
tools and machines quite similar to the ones he would much
later be introduced to in the course of his formal studies. The
art of jewellery-making later developed into a talent for projects on a larger scale, and Fritsch began experimenting with
found materials and metals in the medium of sculpture.
Fritsch has, to date, had two solo exhibition with David Krut
Projects, the first being held in Spring of 2010 as the first
exhibition in the expanded gallery space. The second solo,
Remote Projections, included sculptural, two-dimensional and
video installation, and was showed at the gallery in January
2013 before moving to Franschoek as part of the annual literary festival.
Text: David Krut

Freedom of Speech
Drypoint 1/10
53.5 x 57 cm

Mongezi Ncaphayi

Ncaphayi was born in 1983 and graduated with a Diploma in
Art and Design from Ekurhuleni East College, as well as a
certificate from Artist Proof Studio.
Ncaphayi’s work explores issues of politics, power, gender
and social atrocities that govern daily lives. It is also an
unearthing of a collective history of a people displaced from
the homelands into an urban system and landscape, thus
raising issues of colonisation of the individual: physically and
psychologically; and the simulation of other cultures imposed.
The area of focus is generation gaps; personal relationships;
the inheritance of our countries’ history and the significance of
roles of male and female in our society, comparing between
the past and present.
Ncaphayi was the recipient of the Gerard Sekoto Award at the
2013 Absa L’Atelier Awards.
Text: David Krut

Compound Housing
relief and spitbite 3/10
56 x 58 cm

Nicola Bailey

Nicola Bailey has worked with a group of artists under the
tutelage of Rose Shakinovsky and Claire Gavronsky for a
number of years and exhibited on various group shows.
Artist statement
The starting points for my work are my home, my role as a
woman in society and the rituals and duties of being a wife
and mother. Art provides me with an opportunity to explore
my position in the wider environment and reflect on the role of
women in Art History (as explored in my work for the Domestic
Departures (2012) exhibition). The processes of art making
are important for me as they offer the opportunity for
transformation as well as a sense of understanding or
acceptance of the mechanisms of the world and my own
biography within it. I work in a variety of mediums including,
collage, clay, painting and installation, to transform what we
expect from art and urge the spectator to really look and
hopefully discover that things are not always what they seem.

Three’s Company
2014
collage
24 x 32 cm

Richard Penn

Richard is a self-taught animator with a Masters Degree in
Fine Arts (with distinction) from the University of the
Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, South Africa. In 1997 he
was awarded 3rd place in the PPC Young Concrete Sculptor
Award. The notion of ‘origins’ has emerged as a central theme
in my work. We have easy access to images of deep space
taken by numerous telescopes and cameras which depict
objects spanning hundreds, thousands even millions of light
years across and millions and even billions of light years
distant. Aspects of these spectacular images are often not
visible to the human eye captured as they are by infra red,
radio or x-ray telescopes. The colours assigned to them are
also a balance between scientific accuracy and aesthetics as
the raw data is always received in black and white. We don’t
know what our universe looks like.

Swarm
12 / 15
60 x 45 cm

Ryan Arenson

Ryan Arenson began studying Fine Art at the Johannesburg
Art Foundation in 1989 and went on to complete his BAFA
at the University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg. Between 1996 and 1998 he participated in group exhibitions and
had his first solo exhibition in 1998. In 1999, he was awarded
first prize in the Absa L’Atelier Award. Since then, Arenson
has been working as a full-time artist. His work is included in
private and public collections both locally and abroad, some of
which include the Johannesburg Art Gallery, Durban Art Gallery, Billiton, and Appletiser.

The Resurrection
linocut
40 x 60 cm

Arenson produces art in a labour-intensive manner. Line,
pattern and drawing play an integral part in Arenson’s creative
process. The results are aesthetically engaging, but are also
figuratively and conceptually nuanced, drawing astutely on
the influences that have shaped his thoughts and work. His oil
paintings, for example, take on the visual aesthetics of a J. H.
Pierneef wood block. At the same time he is fully aware of the
implications of referencing a great artist of the Apartheid era.
His works reference numerous historical sources which often
contribute to his content and techniques.

Sanell Aggenbach
Sanell Aggenbach’s work is as illusive and ethereal as her
subjects. Whether she is delving in satirical cultural exorcisms
(Graceland, 2009) or exploring intimate portraiture of archived
negatives (Sub Rosa, 2008), Aggenbach’s work retains a
strange intimacy, despite the anonymity of her subjects. The
emphasis of her work relates to visual trickery and plays on
subterranean elements. Her most recent paintings offer an
ambiguous open-endedness, employing a restrained palette
of corroded process colours.
Aggenbach’s work deals primarily with the intersection of history and private narratives by considering the process of recall
and interpretation. Her work presents a haunting ambiguity
characterised by her materially multifarious nature as she
moves comfortably between the various disciplines of painting, printmaking and sculpture. She has proved to be a critical
voice in contemporary South African art.
Born in Cape Town in 1975, Aggenbach currently lives and
works in Woodstock, Cape Town. Her explorative work has
secured her many achievements including winning the 2003
Absa L’Atelier award. Her work is represented in numerous
public and private collections, including Sasol, Absa, Spier,
SABC, Red Bull (Austria) and Anglo Gold.
Chet Baker 2011
monotype on Hahnemuhle copperplate 300gsm
30,5 x 38,2 cm

text: João Ferreira, Cape Town

Sepideh Mehraban

Unknown 2 (selection from set of 4)
mixed media on board
21 x 21 cm

My artwork is concerned with the connections between geographic location, time, and personal experience in the
context of the global village. My stories attempt to visualise
contemporary human realities. I explore the relation
between memory and present mind to identify links between
memory, history, reality and imagination.
My paintings trace my memories, and stories are combined
with other people’s stories to form a hybrid narrative of
contemporary human experience. I have observed how my
paintings communicate with individual viewers, who in
turn begin to construct their own stories out of my personal
reality. Their stories add to my narrative and lead me to
explore further connections.
Although my paintings are intuitive, I don’t try to just make art
for art’s sake. I find the following words of Nan Goldin
useful in this regard, Goldin writes, “My works are about letting
life be what is and not trying to make it more or less,
or altered. What I’m interested in is capturing life as its being
lived, and the flavor and the smell of it, and maintaining
that in the pictures.” (Goldin, N. Kawachi, T (eds.). 1998.
Couples and loneliness)
I am interested in the overlays of mind, memory and personal
experience, this project becoming one of self discovery.
I tried to reflect my understanding of the world through my
paintings.

Simon Stone

A graduate with distinction from Michaelis (1976) Stone has
exhibited widely, alongside Gail Caitlin, Robert Weinek, Braam
Kruger, William Kentridge and other luminaries of South
African contemporary art. Simon Stone’s work forms part of
several collections worldwide and selected corporate
collections: Alexander Forbes, Mobil Oil, Anglo American
Collection, Pendock Collection, Johannesburg Art Gallery, SA
National Gallery, Gencor, UNISA, University of the
Witwatersrand.
Simon has been working with watercolour in A4 books since
1984. Each book has 500 pages. He is currently working in
book #77.

Commissioner street (JHB)
watercolour on paper
33 x 25 cm

Stephen Croeser

Architecture as metaphor might be a good starting place...
the threshold or portal, doorways, dimensions... yet also
mark, music, time, loss... and attempts to keep art and life
integrated.
When space and time are in short supply I tend to work on
paper with ink and other water based mediums. It is a way
of staying connected and also serves as a means to explore
ideas, compositions or territories rapidly. One could say there
exists some form of symbiosis between the drawings and
the paintings, the mediums being very different with regards
to viscosity and the speed at which one can work. However,
these distinctions often blur or break down completely.
The creative process remains a mysterious one, one that,
I admit, I do not fully understand. Experimentation, discovery and exploration are the compelling agents at work here.
Thankfully there is much that remains mysterious and hidden
to us all.” - Stephen Croeser, Art Propelled

Untitled
Ink and shellac on paper
21 x 29,7 cm

Stephen Hobbs

Through an extended practice of urban investigation and
experimentation, focused particularly on Johannesburg since
1994, Hobbs has sustained a dialogue with urban space
through video, installation, special curated projects and more
recently photography and sculpture. Hobbs’ particular
fascination with the conflicted social and political changes in
the city has resulted in numerous observations on the
precarious state of cities undergoing radical physical change.
Invariably his works emphasise the ephemeral and the
transient characteristics of such change. Since 2007 Hobbs
has developed a series of exhibitions and interventions that
foreground his concerns with architectonics and visionary
architecture, where a more object based approach reflects on
the scale and physical properties of ambiguous and
contradictory urban conditions.
Stephen Hobbs graduated from Wits University with a
BA-FA(Hons) in 1994.

Unique 2013
linocut and woodblock 2/6
61 x 81 cm

Sue Kaplan
I have been involved in art making for a number of years,
particularly painting but only since coming to Cape Town have
I found the medium of print with which to express myself. I
love its unpredictability and I love the surprise once the print is
made.
I find that the print is a means to an end and not a finite product, but can continually evolve. Art is not just an object; it is a
work which implies a system of relations. In this system, the
object stops being something already known and becomes
new knowledge.
Art making for me is a form of dialogue; an expression of the
collision between our internal and external worlds . Art acts
as a connective aesthetic, in which nothing exists in isolation.
In my experience as an art teacher and facilitator, the differences between us all contribute to the palimpsest of ideas and
images in my life. The principle of simultaneity, in other words,
the assumption that there is a creative intersection that takes
place between the facilitator’s creative engagement and that
of students with whom I work, exists in a liminal space.
Waiting 2014
etching 1/5
10 x 20 cm

Taryn Millar
Taryn Millar graduated with a BA (Fine Arts) from the
University of the Witwatersrand in 1997. In November of that
year she began a two and a half year apprenticeship with
photographer, Jurgen Schadeberg, becoming a master
printer, at the same time assisting him with exhibitions and
publications.

In Passing
Collage (charcoal, sandpaper, ink jet prints on paper)
450 x 420 mm

Artist statement - In Passing (Part 1)
A slither of a myth, spying on a face under a tree. Both the
myth and the face are Durer’s, sliced from his “Adam and
Eve”. The tree is drawn in charcoal on a sombre hill. It is
Adam under the tree; Eve to the right of that scene. The
slivers of paper stuck to the work, one on the drawing and one
beside it, bring together the art of collage, the art of drawing
and, ultimately, the act of placement. By extracting these
characters from Durer’s work (and the slightest recognisable
features at that) the myth recedes and only the strands
remain, a commentary of reference, yes, but a new
relationship all the same. The relationship is that of material,
space and content. It renders a new reading drawn in the
tension of art history and contemporary art making. And of
course there is the relationship of people, mythical characters
inside and outside of art, formed and formless, on a landscape
and on a page, squared off in this small, resonant setting,
somehow removed from their past and resignedly unsure of
their future.

Theo Paul Vorster

Theo PaulVorster graduated with a BA Graphic Art The University
of Stellenbosch, specializing in printmaking.
Originally only focusing on silkscreen and etching, Vorster started
experimenting with Lino in 2006. Vorster’s Lino prints are hand
printed by the artist individually coloured with acrylic.
The Original Lino is colored in oil. This unique practice ensures
exclusivity as a very limited edition is available.

Izrik Bowl
linocut 20/25
31 x 22,5 cm

Willem Boshoff
Willem Boshoff was born in 1951 and grew up in
Vanderbijlpark, a town on the Vaal River, 75 kms south of
Johannesburg in the Gauteng province of South Africa. His
father, Martiens, was a trained carpenter and Boshoff grew up
with a love for wood and respect for technical expertise.
Boshoff decided to become a sculptor when he was fifteen
years old. The decision did not meet the approval of the
conservative elements in his old school and he was only
allowed to formally study art if he simultaneously followed a
teaching course. This proved to be valuable because he delighted in subjects of psychological and philosophical
emphasis.
Willem Boshoff’s academic career spans a period of more
than twenty years. Boshoff is a renowned teacher and
although he has been a full-time practicing artist in South
Africa and internationally since 1996, retaining strong ties with
many academic institutions.

Formication
china colle / letterpress
30 x 42

Boshoff decided not to exhibit his artwork in a public gallery
until he was thirty years old and had his first exhibition at the
Johannesburg Art Gallery in 1981. His major works include
KYKAFRIKAANS (1980), an anthology of concrete poetry, the
Blind Alphabet Project (1995), Writing in the Sand (2001) and
Garden of Words (a project in progress since 1982). His work
has been shown extensively in South Africa and
Internationally.
text: David Krut

William Kentridge
William Joseph Kentridge is possibly South Africa’s most
important living artist. He works in a large variety of media;
charcoal, ink, wash, pastel, pencil, oil and in various graphic
media and occasional sculpture.
“I am interested in a political art, that is to say an art of ambiguity, contradiction, uncompleted gestures and uncertain ending - an art (and a politics) in which optimism is kept in check,
and nihilism at bay.”

Cage
linocut 2/30
20 x 25 cm

“Between these various bodies of work exist formal mistranslations: brush marks of ink drawings turn into linocuts; the two
dimensional ink drawings turn into bronze sculptures. Some
points of intersection: ink drawings to linocuts to bronzes; ink
drawings to trees, with the brushes producing multiple marks
for the leaves of trees. The requisitioning of old forms for new
uses: encyclopedias are supports for drawings, sewing machines and a bicycle become sculpture. Words as provocations towards meaning rather than clear syllogisms: the phrases in the drawings push us to make some sense; the Rebus
sculptures as hieroglyphs, placed in a line like a line of letters
or words or syllables which can be rearranged to make new
sentences.”

Bridget Simons

Untitled
watercolour on paper
12 x 12 cm

Elizabeth Vels

Untitled
mixed media

Frances Burton

Untitled
waterclour on paper
18 x 24 cm

Zoe Mafham

Beetles
collage
26 x 37 cm

